Lignins are phenylpropanoid polymers, derived from monolignols, commonly found in terrestrial plant secondary cell walls. We recently reported evidence of an unanticipated catechyl lignin homopolymer (C lignin) derived solely from caffeoyl alcohol in the seed coats of several monocot and dicot plants. We previously identified plant seeds that possessed either C lignin or traditional guaiacyl/syringyl (G/S) lignins, but not both. Here, we identified several dicot plants (Euphorbiaceae and Cleomaceae) that produce C lignin together with traditional G/S lignins in their seed coats. Solution-state NMR analyses, along with an in vitro lignin polymerization study, determined that there is, however, no copolymerization detectable (i.e., that the synthesis and polymerization of caffeoyl alcohol and conventional monolignols in vivo is spatially and/or temporally separated). In particular, the deposition of G and C lignins in Cleome hassleriana seed coats is developmentally regulated during seed maturation; C lignin appears successively after G lignin within the same testa layers, concurrently with apparent loss of the functionality of O-methyltransferases, which are key enzymes for the conversion of C to G lignin precursors. This study exemplifies the flexible biosynthesis of different types of lignin polymers in plants dictated by substantial, but poorly understood, control of monomer supply by the cells.

INTRODUCTION

Phenylpropanoids constitute a diverse group of Phe-derived secondary metabolites that accumulate in various plant tissues as monomeric, oligomeric, or polymeric compounds with a multitude of biological and physiological functions (Vogt, 2010). Lignin is an especially abundant phenylpropanoid polymer produced by the oxidative polymerization of p-hydroxycinnamyl alcohols (monolignols). Lignins are major components of secondary cell walls produced in various plant tissues and are particularly abundant within vascular tissues where they confer structural support, vascular integrity, and pathogen resistance. Lignin biosynthesis is a highly conserved trait and its variability is considered to correlate closely with the diversity and evolution of land plants (Boerjan et al., 2003; Bonawitz and Chapple, 2010; Vanholme et al., 2010a; Weng et al., 2010; Wagner et al., 2011). In general, lignins in the stem tissues are copolymers composed only of p-hydroxyphenyl (H), guaiacyl (G), and syringyl (S) units, which are biosynthesized by polymerization of p-coumaryl, coniferyl, and sinapyl alcohols, but essentially lack catechyl (C) and 5-hydroxyguaiacyl (SH) units that may, in principle, derive from participation of caffeoyl and 5-hydroxyconiferyl alcohols in lignification (see Supplemental Figure 1 online). Until recently, those units were only identified in abnormal lignins in transgenic plants in which either of the genes for the two O-methyltransferases (CCoAOMT and COMT; see Supplemental Figure 1 online) in the monolignol pathway had been downregulated (Marita et al., 2001; Ralph et al., 2001a; Vanholme et al., 2010b; Weng et al., 2010; Wagner et al., 2011).

Relative to vascular tissues, the structure and biosynthesis of lignins in plant seeds have received little attention. During seed development, the ovule integuments differentiate into several tissue processes, such as those that generate pulp or biofuels from lignocellulosic plant biomass (Chen and Dixon, 2007; Vanholme et al., 2008, 2012; Weng et al., 2008; Mansfield, 2009; Simmons et al., 2010; Carpita, 2012; Bonawitz and Chapple, 2013).

The monolignol biosynthetic pathway involves functionalization of pathway intermediates by aromatic hydroxylation and O-methylation (as well as successive side-chain reductions) to finally generate monolignols differing in their degree of methoxylation (see Supplemental Figure 1 online). Lignin composition, which is primarily determined by monolignol availability, shows a wide variability among taxa, cell types, and individual cell wall layers and is also influenced by developmental and environmental factors (Boerjan et al., 2003; Bonawitz and Chapple, 2010; Vanholme et al., 2010a; Weng and Chapple, 2010). In general, lignins found in the stem tissues are copolymers composed only of p-hydroxyphenyl (H), guaiacyl (G), and syringyl (S) units, which are biosynthesized by polymerization of p-coumaryl, coniferyl, and sinapyl alcohols, but essentially lack catechyl (C) and 5-hydroxyguaiacyl (SH) units that may, in principle, derive from participation of caffeoyl and 5-hydroxyconiferyl alcohols in lignification (see Supplemental Figure 1 online). Until recently, those units were only identified in abnormal lignins in transgenic plants in which either of the genes for the two O-methyltransferases (CCoAOMT and COMT; see Supplemental Figure 1 online) in the monolignol pathway had been downregulated (Marita et al., 2001; Ralph et al., 2001a; Vanholme et al., 2010b; Weng et al., 2010; Wagner et al., 2011).

Relative to vascular tissues, the structure and biosynthesis of lignins in plant seeds have received little attention. During seed development, the ovule integuments differentiate into several tissue
layers composed of different specialized cells to form the protective seed coat (testa) (Haughn and Chaudhury, 2005; Debeaujon et al., 2007; Bewley et al., 2013). Some testa cells develop heavily lignified secondary cell walls where lignins are thought to reinforce the cell and make the seed coat impermeable to water and gasses (Rolston, 1978; Egley et al., 1983; Kelly et al., 1992; Liang et al., 2006). Recently, we reported evidence that lignins (or lignin-like polymers) synthesized specifically in the seed coats of the vanilla orchid (a monocot) are naturally biosynthesized solely from caffeyl alcohol, producing a rather remarkable C lignin homopolymer with essentially only one type of structural unit (Chen et al., 2012). A subsequent survey of 130 different cactus species revealed that many members of the Cactaceae (dicots) also possess seed coat lignins of the C lignin type, whereas others possess normal guaiacyl/syringyl (G/S) lignins (Chen et al., 2013). Surprisingly, a few species contained 5H units in their seed coats. Although it remains to be determined whether C lignin is more widespread throughout the plant kingdom, our data so far imply that the possession of C lignin is not an ancient trait and may have evolved recently, and probably frequently, within different plant lineages.

NMR techniques resolved the uniquely defined structure of the C lignin in the seed coats as being composed almost exclusively of benzodioxane units, with linkages derived from caffeyl alcohol-derived C units, whereas others contain only typical G and/or S lignin units or very low lignin amounts (Figure 1). Unlike in the plants previously studied (mainly members of the Orchidaceae and Cactaceae), the seed coats of the plants with C units also contain significant portions of G and/or S units derived from coniferyl and/or sinapyl alcohols; some of the members contain C units together with only G units, and some others additionally contain S units. Analysis of cell wall preparations from stem, leaves, and roots from one Euphorbiaceae plant (Ricinus communis) indicated, not surprisingly, that the lignin in vegetative tissues was composed of G and S units without any trace of C units (see Supplemental Figure 2 online).

Entire seed coat tissues from mature seeds of selected species of Euphorbiaceae (Jatropha curcas, Vernicia fordii, and Aleurites molluccana) and Cleomaceae (Cleome hassleriana) plants were further analyzed by wet-chemical and solution-state two-dimensional NMR analyses. Klassen analysis showed high levels of acid-insoluble lignins in these seeds (50 to 70%); the majority of the remaining materials appeared to be typical cell wall polysaccharides, such as crystalline cellulose and hemicelluloses mainly composed of xylo and lesser amounts of glucans and arabinans (Table 1). In the heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) NMR spectra of entire plant seed coats (Figure 2), acquired via the dissolution/acetylation method (Lu and Ralph, 2003; Mansfield et al., 2012), aromatic signals from the etherified (C) and nonetherified (C′) catechyl rings were clearly observed together with the signals from the typical G/S lignin units (G and/or S), showing that either both types of lignins, or copolymer lignins, are present in these tissues. Volume integration of the contour signals allowed reasonable quantifications of 40 to 60% C units, with the rest being typical G/S lignin units. The NMR-derived C lignin levels are substantially higher than the values estimated from the released thioacidolysis monomers (Figure 1), reasonably because C lignin polymers mainly comprised of atypical β-ether-linked units (benzodioxanes; see below) are substantially resistant to thioacidolysis treatments (Marita et al., 2003; Moinuddin et al., 2010). The apparently high ratio of nonetherified C endgroups (C′) to etherified C units (C) is almost certainly anomalous due to the different NMR relaxation behaviors of the more mobile end units compared with the rigid internal units; this contention is confirmed below by molecular mass analysis.

The aliphatic side-chain regions of the NMR spectra (Figure 2) resolve most of the correlations for the various lignin interunit linkage types as well as the typical cell wall polysaccharides (e.g., glucans, xylans, and arabinans), as we also identified by wet-chemical methods (Table 1). In all the plant seed spectra, the two predominant lignin linkage types are acyclic β-aryl ether units I and benzodioxane units IV, both derived from β-O-4-type radical coupling reactions that typify lignification; the former arise from coupling (at the β-position) of any of the hydroxycinnamyl alcohol monomers with a guaiacyl or syringyl unit (at the 4-O-position) via a pathway involving external nucleophilic water addition to the quinone methide intermediate (Figure 3A), and the latter likewise but uniquely from coupling (at the β-position) of any of the hydroxycinnamyl alcohol monomers with a catechyl end unit (derived from incorporation of caffeyl alcohol, at the 4-O-position) via a new pathway (Chen et al., 2012) involving intramolecular

RESULTS

Identification of C Lignin with G/S or G Lignin Polymers in Plant Seeds

Analysis of lignin monomer composition by thioacidolysis indicated that lignins in the seed coats of several members of the Euphorbiaceae and Cleomaceae contain high levels of caffeyl alcohol-derived C units, whereas others contain only typical G and/or S lignin units or very low lignin amounts (Figure 1). Unlike in the plants previously studied (mainly members of the Orchidaceae and Cactaceae), the seed coats of the plants with C units also contain significant portions of G and/or S units derived from coniferyl and/or sinapyl alcohols; some of the members contain C units together with only G units, and some others additionally contain S units. Analysis of cell wall preparations from stem, leaves, and roots from one Euphorbiaceae plant (Ricinus communis) indicated, not surprisingly, that the lignin in vegetative tissues was composed of G and S units without any trace of C units (see Supplemental Figure 2 online).

Entire seed coat tissues from mature seeds of selected species of Euphorbiaceae (Jatropha curcas, Vernicia fordii, and Aleurites molluccana) and Cleomaceae (Cleome hassleriana) plants were further analyzed by wet-chemical and solution-state two-dimensional NMR analyses. Klassen analysis showed high levels of acid-insoluble lignins in these seeds (50 to 70%); the majority of the remaining materials appeared to be typical cell wall polysaccharides, such as crystalline cellulose and hemicelluloses mainly composed of xylo and lesser amounts of glucans and arabinans (Table 1). In the heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) NMR spectra of entire plant seed coats (Figure 2), acquired via the dissolution/acetylation method (Lu and Ralph, 2003; Mansfield et al., 2012), aromatic signals from the etherified (C) and nonetherified (C′) catechyl rings were clearly observed together with the signals from the typical G/S lignin units (G and/or S), showing that either both types of lignins, or copolymer lignins, are present in these tissues. Volume integration of the contour signals allowed reasonable quantifications of 40 to 60% C units, with the rest being typical G/S lignin units. The NMR-derived C lignin levels are substantially higher than the values estimated from the released thioacidolysis monomers (Figure 1), reasonably because C lignin polymers mainly comprised of atypical β-ether-linked units (benzodioxanes; see below) are substantially resistant to thioacidolysis treatments (Marita et al., 2003; Moinuddin et al., 2010). The apparently high ratio of nonetherified C endgroups (C′) to etherified C units (C) is almost certainly anomalous due to the different NMR relaxation behaviors of the more mobile end units compared with the rigid internal units; this contention is confirmed below by molecular mass analysis.

The aliphatic side-chain regions of the NMR spectra (Figure 2) resolve most of the correlations for the various lignin interunit linkage types as well as the typical cell wall polysaccharides (e.g., glucans, xylans, and arabinans), as we also identified by wet-chemical methods (Table 1). In all the plant seed spectra, the two predominant lignin linkage types are acyclic β-aryl ether units I and benzodioxane units IV, both derived from β-O-4-type radical coupling reactions that typify lignification; the former arise from coupling (at the β-position) of any of the hydroxycinnamyl alcohol monomers with a guaiacyl or syringyl unit (at the 4-O-position) via a pathway involving external nucleophilic water addition to the quinone methide intermediate (Figure 3A), and the latter likewise but uniquely from coupling (at the β-position) of any of the hydroxycinnamyl alcohol monomers with a catechyl end unit (derived from incorporation of caffeyl alcohol, at the 4-O-position) via a new pathway (Chen et al., 2012) involving intramolecular
quinone methide trapping by the 3-OH in catechyl units (Figure 3B). Analogous benzodioxanes have also been authenticated as products of lignification with other atypical lignin precursors, including precursors with o-diphenolic structures, such as 5-hydroxyconiferyl alcohol (Ralph et al., 2001b; Lu et al., 2010; Vanholme et al., 2010b; Weng et al., 2010), rosmarinic acid (Tobimatsu et al., 2012), and gallocatechin derivatives (Elumalai et al., 2012), either in vivo, in vitro, or both. The challenge (below) is to determine whether the lignins being measured in the seed coats of the Euphorbiaceae and Cleomaceae plants are copolymers of all units (C, G, and S) or result from independent coupling of caffeoyl alcohol to form C lignin and separate, conventional polymerization of coniferyl and sinapyl alcohols. Less abundant but clear signals from phenylcoumaran II and resinol III units were also observed in the HSQC spectra; these are most likely generated via classical lignin polymerization of coniferyl and sinapyl alcohols, although polymerization of caffeoyl alcohol itself also produces these units as trace components in the resulting C lignin (Chen et al., 2012).

Direct Connections between C Lignin and G/S Lignin Polymers in Plant Seeds?

In order to delineate whether the lignins are actually C-G/S lignin copolymers or independent polymers, NMR experiments that determine the connectivity between lignin units are required, along with model studies to determine if copolymerization results when all monomers are present. The former experiments are difficult on whole-cell-wall samples due to their rapid NMR relaxation, so lignin isolation was used to obtain cleaner samples with better relaxation characteristics. Soluble pure lignin fractions were isolated via treatment of ball-milled seed coats with crude cellulases followed by extraction with 96% dioxane:water solution (Björkman, 1954; Ralph et al., 2006; Stewart et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2012). HSQC spectra confirmed the successful removal of the polysaccharides and concurrent enrichment of lignins (see Supplemental Figure 3 online) and displayed similar distributions of lignin aromatics (Figure 4A) as observed in the spectra of entire seed coat tissues (Figure 2).

Heteronuclear multiple-bond correlation (HMBC) spectra resolved the long-range correlations between lignin side-chain protons and aromatic ring carbons revealing their direct connectivities (Figures 4B and 4C). In all the plant seed lignin spectra, the correlations from α-protons in trans-benzodioxane units IV, which are derived only from cross-couplings of a monomer to C polymer end units, are predominantly/exclusively to C rings and essentially lack correlation signals to G and S rings (Figure 4B). This implies that the benzodioxane units are majorly/exclusively derived from homopolymerization of caffeoyl alcohol. Moreover, the correlations from α-protons in β-aryl ether units I, which are derived from cross-couplings of a monomer onto G or S polymer units, are only observed to G and S rings, and there is no evidence for correlations to C rings (Figure 4C). Again, this implies that the coupling to G and

Figure 1. Seed Coat Lignin Compositions of Euphorbiaceae and Cleomaceae Plants.

Values and color coding show yields of monomeric guaiacyl (G), syringyl (S), and catechyl (C) type trithioethylpropylphenols (μmol/g cell wall residues) released by analytical thioacidolysis treatments of mature plant seeds.
S units is only by the G and S monomers, coniferyl and sinapyl alcohol, and not by the C monomer, caffeyl alcohol. Thus, within the limits of NMR detection, there is no evidence for direct linkages between C lignin and G/S lignins present in the plant seed coats.

**In Vitro Lignin Copolymerization Generates G/S/C or G/C Copolymers**

We performed in vitro peroxidase-catalyzed copolymerization of caffeyl alcohol with coniferyl and sinapyl alcohols to test whether caffeyl alcohol, the monolignols, and their oligomers are capable of cross-coupling with each other in a typical lignin polymerization. HSQC NMR spectra of the resultant synthetic lignins (dehydrogenation polymers [DHPs]) confirmed, by exhibiting the characteristic signals from the monomeric units, successful incorporation of each precursor into lignin polymers (Figure 4A; see Supplemental Figure 4 online).

HMBC spectra of the DHPs, in contrast with the plant seed lignin spectra, displayed clear correlations showing the direct connectivity between the benzodioxane side chains and G/S...
aromatic rings (Figure 4A) and also between the β-aryl ether side chains and C aromatic rings (Figure 4B). Thus, all three monomers are capable of cross-coupling with all three unit types (C, G, and S) when present together during the polymerization process. A major difference between the synthetic copolymers and the plant seed lignins was also seen in the aromatic regions of their HSQC spectra (Figure 4A). The signals from catechyl end-unit correlations (C/C19) were not observed in the DHP spectra, whereas they are clearly seen in all the plant seed lignins (Figures 4B and 4C). This suggests that, in the synthetic lignins derived from the C monomer and G/S monomers, free catechyl end units were efficiently capped by coniferyl and/or sinapyl alcohol monomers through cross-coupling reactions, generating benzodioxanes and not leaving catechyl units at the ends of the chains. We previously noted, in synthetic coupling reactions and from metabolite profiling (Morreel et al., 2004; Lu et al., 2010), that the analogous 5-hydroxyconiferyl alcohol cross-products never retain the reactive catechyl end group during polymerization. The HSQC observation (Figure 4A) is completely consistent with the HMBC spectra showing signals from G- or S-connected benzodioxanes more clearly than those from C-connected benzodioxanes in these synthetic copolymer lignins (Figure 4B). Overall, these in vitro experiments further support the contention that caffeyl alcohol polymerization in plant seeds is spatially and/or temporally separated from polymerization of coniferyl and sinapyl alcohols, producing physically distinct homopolymer C lignin and heteropolymer G/S lignins within the seed coat.

Molecular Mass Distributions of Seed Coat Lignin Polymers

We also performed gel permeation chromatography (GPC) to determine molecular mass distributions of the lignin polymers (Figure 5; see Supplemental Table 1 online). The acetylated samples of the ball-milled seed coat tissues and the dioxane-soluble lignins isolated from them have wide molecular mass distributions in the range up to 10^6 D based on polystyrene standards. The number-average molecular masses of the whole seed coat tissues vary between 5 and 10 kD, whereas the corresponding isolated lignins appeared to have lower molecular
masses, 3 to 5 kD; it is most plausible that the insoluble fractions left after lignin extractions contain the polymers with higher molecular masses. The averaged molecular masses of the synthetic lignins, DHPs, were even lower than those of the isolated lignins, 2 to 3 kD, which is consistent with previous studies comparing the molecular masses of conventional DHPs and those of lignins isolated from plants (Faix et al., 1981; Cathala et al., 2003; Tobimatsu et al., 2006). Interestingly, it appears that addition of caffeyl alcohol into the monomer mixtures lowers the molecular masses of the coniferyl alcohol–based DHPs. In our previous report comparing the molecular masses of C lignin and G/S lignins separately isolated from *Vanilla planiforia* seed coats and stems, the former likewise has a lower average molecular mass than that of the latter (Chen et al., 2012). These may imply a slightly lower polymerization capability of caffeyl alcohol than those of traditional monolignols, both in vitro and in vivo; the lower molecular masses of C lignins may be attributable to the strong tendencies for the monomer toward the end-wise β-O-4 coupling reaction to make the linear polymer, excluding polymer-polymer coupling reactions via the other possible coupling modes such as 5-5 and 4-O-5 couplings that are typically seen in the polymerization of growing oligomers from the traditional monolignols (Yue et al., 2012). Overall, all the molecular mass data presented here are within the range of literature values reported for various in vitro and in vivo lignins using similar analytical methods (Tobimatsu et al., 2006; Holtman et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2012; Rencoret et al., 2013). We also confirmed that all the lignin samples elute earlier (i.e., represent higher molecular mass material) than authentic acetylated caffeyl alcohol monomer (molecular mass = 292) and the benzodioxane dimer (molecular mass = 498) (Figure 5).
Collectively, these observations support our contention that all the information drawn by NMR and other chemical methods here reflect structural characteristics of polymeric lignins present in the plants.

**Developmentally Regulated Lignin Deposition during Cleome Seed Maturation**

To determine whether C lignin deposition is temporally separated from G/S lignin deposition in plant seed coats, time courses of lignin deposition during seed development in *C. hassleriana* plants were investigated by analytical thioacidolysis. In addition, we measured extractable O-methyltransferase (OMT) enzyme activities in developing *C. hassleriana* seeds, as these are considered to be the key enzymes for conversion of lignin precursors from the C to the G/S aromatic levels (see Supplemental Figure 1 online).

During seed development, thioacidolysis-derived G lignin signatures appeared shortly after pollination, rapidly increased, and reached a plateau at around 12 d after pollination (DAP), before which time no C lignin signatures were detected (Figure 6A). C lignin signatures first appeared at 14 DAP, when the seed coat starts to darken, and then rapidly developed over the next 6 d, by which time the seed coats became dark and hard (Figure 6A; see Supplemental Figure 5 online). Deposition of C and G lignins are therefore at least temporally separated during *C. hassleriana* seed development. Furthermore, it was clearly observed that extractable OMT activities, expressed independently as CCoAOMT and COMT activities based on the dry seed weights, abruptly drop after 14 DAP, when G lignin deposition completes and C lignin starts accumulating (Figure 6B), whereas total extractable protein levels in seeds remain constant during 12 to 14 DAP (for OMT activities based on protein content; see Supplemental Figure 6 online). As further discussed below, it is therefore apparent that the developmental transition from G to C lignins is, at least in part, modulated by expression of OMTs involved in the conversion of C precursors into G precursors.

**Lignin Localization in Developing Cleome Seeds**

Finally, to attempt to determine whether or not syntheses of C and G lignins occur in the same cell walls, lignin deposition during *C. hassleriana* seed maturation was visualized by microscopy coupled with histochemical lignin staining methods. The *C. hassleriana* seed coat possesses two continuous layers of thick, lignified cells beneath the exotestal cells. Both of these display intense autofluorescence and deep blue and pinkish colorations upon conventional lignin staining with toluidine blue O and phloroglucinol-hydrochloric acid at 20 DAP when lignification has been completed (Figure 6C, pictures in the top three rows). The outer main sublayer (indicated by yellow arrows) apparently undergoes cell wall thickening and lignification earlier than the inner sublayer (indicated by orange arrows). In the outer main sublayer, mature cells with thick lignified walls are already apparent at 9...
Figure 6. Lignin Deposition during C. hassleriana Seed Coat Development.

(A) Seed lignin compositions determined by thioacidolysis. Yields of guaiacyl (G) and catechyl (C) type trithioethylpropylphenols (μmol/g cell wall residues [CWR]) released from the seed coat cell wall preparations are plotted against seed ages (days after pollination).

(B) Extractable CCoAOMT and COMT activities in crude protein extracts from the seeds. Enzyme activity is expressed based on dry seed weight.

(C) Transverse seed sections imaged directly by phenolic autofluorescence or by histochemical lignin staining with toluidine blue O or phloroglucinol-HCl for detection of both G and C lignins or with nitroso reagent for selective detection of C lignin. The two distinguishable sublayers of lignified cells (indicated by yellow and orange arrows) are visible beneath the exotestal cell layers.

DISCUSSION

The identification of C lignin in seeds of the Euphorbiaceae and Cleomaceae families confirms our earlier contention that C lignins are distributed quite widely in nature (Chen et al., 2012, 2013). Within angiosperms, C lignin has been found, not ubiquitously,
in both monocots (Cactaceae) and dicots (Orchidceae, Euphorbiaceae, and Cleomaceae). As we previously observed within the Cactaceae (Chen et al., 2013), the lignin composition in seed coats of the Euphorbiaceae and Cleomaceae is likewise quite variable even within members of the same genus (Figure 1). Thus, unlike ubiquitous G lignin deposition in xylem tissues of tracheophytes (Weng and Chapple, 2010), it is most plausible that C lignin deposition in seed coats is a recently acquired trait. Many of the Euphorbiaceae plants characterized in this study, for example, J. curcas, V. fordii (also known as the tung oil tree), A. moluccana (candlenut), and R. communis (castor oil plant), have attracted considerable research attention for their potential applications as feedstocks for biodiesel production (Sujatha et al., 2008; Vega-Sánchez and Ronald, 2010; Abdulla et al., 2011). Studies describing chemical and/or even NMR analysis of seed coats in these plants have consequently been reported recently by other groups (Klein et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2010; Watanabe et al., 2012; Wever et al., 2012; Yamamura et al., 2012). However, the presence of C lignin in the seed coats has remained unclear, possibly because the notion that polymers could result from caffeyl alcohol polymerization has only been recently recognized (Chen et al., 2012).

The plants identified in our previous studies possess C lignin or G/S lignins in their seed coats, but never both (Chen et al., 2012, 2013). By contrast, lignins in the seed coats of the currently studied members of the Euphorbiaceae and Cleomaceae are composed of C, G, and S units, or C and G units, as clearly evident from thiociacidolysis and two-dimensional NMR analysis (Figures 1 and 2). This discovery raised the question as to whether these seeds contain heterogeneous mixtures of C lignin and classical G/S lignins that are biosynthesized independently of each other or homogeneous copolymers that are produced via concurrent copolymerization of the lignin precursors. Our NMR data here clearly show that the former is a general case. HMBC experiments provided no evidence of putative linkages derived via cross-coupling between caffeyl alcohol and the conventional monolignols in plant seed lignins nor any evidence that the conventional monolignols cross-couple with catechyl units (Figures 4B and 4C). By contrast, such cross-unit linkages were readily produced in vitro via peroxidase-catalyzed copolymerization from the precursor mixtures (Figures 4B and 4C). Thus, in vivo synthesis and polymerization of the caffeyl alcohol precursor must be spatially and/or temporally separated from that of the conventional monolignols. In accordance with this, the deposition of G and C lignins and the syntheses of their precursors in C. hassleriana seed coats are temporally separated during seed maturation; C lignin appears after G lignin deposition (Figure 6A).

Seed coat development is generally a complex process involving differentiation of the ovule integuments into several tissue layers composed of different specialized cells (Haughn and Chaudhury, 2005; Debeaujon et al., 2007). Our microscopy investigations suggest that the C. hassleriana seed coat ultimately develops a single continuous layer of cells producing thick lignified cell walls (Figure 6C). It is apparently composed of two sublayers of different cell types that undergo cell wall thickening and lignification at different times during maturation. Taken together with the lignin compositional analysis (Figure 6A), the inner sublayer may accumulate C lignin predominantly after G lignin appears in the outer sublayer. However, our histochemical analysis using a nitroso reagent to selectively localize C lignin strongly suggests that a certain level of C lignin is also present together with G lignin in the outer sublayers in the mature seed (Figure 6C). Thus, the biosynthesis of G and C lignins, at least the final assembly of the polymers, is likely to occur within the outer sublayers, although there still remains a possibility that C lignin (or the caffeyl alcohol precursor, further discussed below) biosynthesized in the inner sublayer may later diffuse to the outer sublayer where G lignin has been performed.

Previous studies on seed development, mainly in Arabidopsis, have described biogenesis of phenolic metabolites, such as flavonoids, suberin, and cutin in seeds (Haughn and Chaudhury, 2005; Lepiniec et al., 2006; Debeaujon et al., 2007; Arsovski et al., 2010; North et al., 2010). However, little attention has been paid to seed-specific regulation of lignin biosynthesis. Based on the currently accepted biochemical pathway to monolignols (Umezawa, 2010), caffeyl alcohol would be formed if the first OMT in the monolignol pathway, CCoAOMT (see Supplemental Figure 1 online), became depleted or lost its function. In fact, down-regulation of a gene encoding CCoAOMT in a gymnosperm, Pinus radiata, introduced caffeyl alcohol into lignification, generating low levels of C units in dominant G lignins in the tracheary elements (Wagner et al., 2011). Similarly, downregulation of the second OMT, COMT (see Supplemental Figure 1 online), generates cell wall lignins with unusual 5H units derived from 5-hydroxyconiferyl alcohol (Ralph et al., 2001b; Lu et al., 2010; Vanholme et al., 2010b; Weng et al., 2010). In accordance with the theory and previous studies on OMT-deficient transgenic plants, the abrupt transition of lignins (i.e., from G to C lignins) in developing C. hassleriana seed coats is well synchronized with the apparent loss of OMT activities (Figures 6A and 6B). Thus, if the syntheses of caffeyl alcohol and coniferyl alcohol could be regulated within the same cells, a currently unknown mechanism may allow for a silencing of OMT expression within the seed coat, consequently directing the metabolic flow toward the caffeyl alcohol precursor and producing C lignin in specific cells at specific developmental stages. It remains intriguing to contemplate how the plant cells accomplish this apparently abrupt transition to no methylation activity with no detectable products of a transition between the two states. If the deposition order had been reversed (i.e., if C lignin deposited before G/S lignin), a simple introduction of new enzymatic activity would suffice, but the reverse order implies that somehow plant cells abruptly cease exhibiting OMT activity or activity of some other enzymes necessary for formation of C1 methyl precursors; the former case is strengthened because we observed the depletion of apparent OMT activities in in vitro assays using added S-adenosyl-L-Met cofactor (see Methods).

Although the above scenario seems to be supported by the OMT activity data over the period of seed development in C. hassleriana, other explanations still cannot be excluded without further rigorous genetic investigations. For instance, caffeyl alcohol and conventional monolignol precursors may simply be synthesized in different cells and transported to the same polymerization sites at different times during seed maturation. As our data suggest that C lignin deposits predominantly in the inner sublayers adjacent to the outer sublayers that accumulate both G and C lignins in C. hassleriana seeds, caffeyl alcohol may be
synthesized specifically in the inner sublayer and diffuse and be polymerized into C lignin in the outer sublayers after coniferyl alcohol has been polymerized into G lignin. It has been shown that the parenchymatic xylem cells that surround tracheary elements have the capacity to synthesize and transport lignin monomers and reactive oxygen species to the cell walls of dead tracheary elements in Zinnia (Pesquet et al., 2013). Therefore, it is also possible that coniferyl alcohol and conventional monolignol precursors could be synthesized in different parenchyma cells adjacent to the lignifying cell layers and supplied separately to the lignifying cell layers. Alternatively, regardless of whether coniferyl alcohol and conventional monolignol precursors are synthesized at the same or different locations, it is possible that their syntheses are controlled by different regulatory networks that involve the same enzymes (except OMTs) but not necessarily the same genes; this possibility cannot be easily addressed until genomic data become available for species that synthesize C lignin. Finally, it is still plausible that the G/S and C lignins could be in totally separated cells or cell layers, although we could not unambiguously distinguish such locations at least in C. hassleriana seed coats.

The high levels of lignin polymers in the seed coats (total 50 to 70% by Klasson analysis; Table 1) support the earlier contention that their primary function is structural, providing mechanical strength and impermeability to the seed coats (Chen et al., 2012). That their primary function is structural, providing mechanical strength and impermeability to the seed coats (Chen et al., 2012). That their primary function is structural, providing mechanical strength and impermeability to the seed coats (Chen et al., 2012). That their primary function is structural, providing mechanical strength and impermeability to the seed coats (Chen et al., 2012). That their primary function is structural, providing mechanical strength and impermeability to the seed coats (Chen et al., 2012).

Chemical Analyses

Analytical thioacidolysis was according to the method described previously (Lapière et al., 1985, 1986). Briefly, ~10 mg of freeze-dried samples were reacted with 3 mL of 0.2 M BF₃-etherate in an 8:7.5:1 dioxane/ethanol mixture at 100°C for 4 h. Released lignin monomers were extracted with dichloromethane, derivatized with N,O-bis(trimethylsilyl) trifluoroacetamide + 1% tetramethylethylchlorosilane (Pierce Biotechnology), and then subjected to gas chromatography–mass spectrometry analysis on a Hewlett-Packard 5890 series II gas chromatograph with a 5971 series mass-selective detector and HP-1 column (60 m × 0.25 mm, 0.25-μm film thickness). Lignin monomers were quantified using docosane as internal standard. Klasson lignin analysis and determination of ash contents were according to the literature method (Hatfield et al., 1994). The distribution of amorphous sugars (hemicelluloses and pectins) and crystalline glucan (cellulose) was calculated by treating the plant material with trifluoroacetic acid and analyzing the amorphous sugars, as alditol acetates, by gas chromatography–mass spectrometry with inositol as internal standard (Albersheim et al., 1967). The residue was washed with the Updegraff reagent (Updegraff, 1969), stripped of further hemicelluloses and amorphous glucan, totally hydrolyzed with sulfuric acid, and Glc quantified by the anthrone assay (Selvendran and O’Neill, 1987). All the analyses were repeated at least twice.

Whole Cell Wall Dissolution and Acetylation

The cell wall preparations from selected seed samples (J. curcas, V. fordii, A. moluccana, and C. hassleriana) were completely dissolved and acetylated using the DMSO/N-methylimidazole solvent system as described previously (Lu and Ralph, 2003; Mansfield et al., 2012). Briefly, seed coat preparations (~100 mg) were ball-milled (20 min, 10-min cooling cycle) using a Retsch PM100 ball-mill vibrating at 600 rpm with ZrO₂ vessels containing ZrO₂ ball bearings. The ball-milled seed tissue (~40 mg) was dissolved in DMSO/N-methylimidazole (2:1, v/v, 3 mL) at room temperature. Acetylation was via direct addition of acetic anhydride (1 mL). After stirring for 2 h at room temperature, the mixture was poured into distilled water (1 liter). The resultant precipitate was recovered by filtration, washed with ultrapure water (1 liter), and then lyophilized to yield acetylated seed tissues (weight yields typically at 119 to 141%).

Isolation of Dioxane-Water-Soluble Lignins

Preextracted and ball-milled seed cell wall preparations (950 mg, J. curcas; 1350 mg, V. fordii; 1550 mg, A. moluccana; 665 mg, C. hassleriana) were placed in centrifuge tubes and digested at 30°C with crude cellulases (Cellulysin; Calbiochem; 30 mg/g of sample, in pH 5.0 acetate buffer; three times over 2 d; fresh buffer and enzyme added each time), leaving all of the phenolic polymers and small amounts of residual polysaccharides. The cellulase-treated seed coats were then suspended in dioxane–water (96:4, v/v, ~50 mL/g) and stirred at 30°C for 6 h. The mixture was centrifuged (10,000g, 15 min) and the supernatant was collected. These operations were repeated three times. The combined supernatant was concentrated to ~5 mL using a rotary evaporator and then precipitated into 200 mL of 0.01 M acetate buffer containing 8% w/v ammonium sulfate.

METHODS

Plant Materials

Jatropha curcas, Aleurites moluccana, Vernicia fordii, Ricinus communis and Cleome hassleriana seed coats were obtained from commercial vendors. The other seeds (listed in Figure 1) were obtained from the National Center for Genetic Resources Preservation. R. communis stem, leaf, and root materials were obtained from a 4-month-old plant growing in the greenhouse at the Noble Foundation, Ardmore, OK. C. hassleriana plants were grown in the same greenhouse in MetroMix 350 soil mix at 30°C during the day and 70 to 80% relative humidity. The flowers were hand-pollinated in June of 2011, and the developing seeds were harvested periodically after pollination. Seed coats were preground, and extractives and any remaining seed embryo were removed. The cell wall fraction was then prepared by extraction with chloroform/methanol (2:1, v/v), 100% methanol, and water (three times each), then freeze-dried. For isolation of the main sublayer of C. hassleriana seed coats (see the text above), the inner sublayer of the mature seed coats was carefully removed using a surgical knife under a microscope.
M aqueous HCl. The precipitates were collected by centrifugation, repre-
cipitated into diethyl ether (100 mL) from methanol-dichloromethane (1:4, v/v, 
~5 mL), and recovered by centrifugation to yield purified dioxane-water-
soluble lignins (380 mg, 40%, Jatropha; 739 mg, 55%, Vernicia; 556 mg, 
36%, Aleurites; 665 mg, 23%, C. hassleriana). Acetylation of the isolated 
lignins was via acetic anhydride and pyridine: ~50 mg of isolated lignins 
was dissolved in acetic anhydride/pyridine (1:1, v/v, 2 mL). After stirring at 
room temperature overnight, the mixture was poured into distilled water 
(200 mL). The resultant precipitate was recovered by filtration, washed 
with ultrapure water (200 mL), and then lyophilized to yield acetylated 
lignins (weight yield typically 117 to 122%).

**Synthetic Lignin Polymers**

DHPs from coniferyl alcohol (G-DHP), caffeyl alcohol (C-DHP), and caffeyl 
alcohol in combination with coniferyl alcohol (G/C-DHP) and with coniferyl 
and sinapyl alcohols (G/S/C-DHP) were generated via horseradish 
peroxidase–catalyzed polymerization (Tobimatsu et al., 2011; Chen et al., 
2012; Tobimatsu et al., 2012); 240 mL of acetyl/sodium phosphate buffer 
(0.1 M, pH 6.5) (1:9, v/v) containing the precursors (coniferyl alcohol or 
sinapyl alcohols = 0.4/0.6/0.0 mmol for G-DHP; 0.4/0.3/0.3 mmol for G/S/ 
C-DHP), and a separate solution of hydrogen peroxide (1.2 mmol) in 240 mL 
of water were added by peristaltic pump over a 20-h period at 25°C to 60 mL 
of buffer containing horseradish peroxidase (Sigma-Aldrich; type VI, 250 
μg of protein extracts was incubated at 30°C for 30 min with 100 mM 
sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5 (for CCoAOMT) or pH 7.2 (for COMT), 
0.6 mM MgCl₂, 2 mM DTT (Roche), 0.2 mM (for CCoAOMT) or 0.8 mM (for 
COMT) S-(-adenosyl)-L-Met dihydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich), and 0.05 mM 
caffeoyl-CoA (Stöckigt and Zenk, 1975) as CCoAOMT substrate or 0.5 mM 
5-hydroxyconiferaldehyde (Chen et al., 2001) as COMT substrate in a 
final volume of 50 μL. The reactions were stopped by adding 10 μL of 24% w/v 
trichloroacetic acid, and products were analyzed by HPLC on a Spherisorb 
ODS2 column (Water) in a step gradient using 1% phosphoric acid in water 
and acetonitrile as eluents. For visualization of total lignin autofluorescence, 
the C. hassleriana seed samples were fixed with 2.5% (v/v) glutaraldehyde and 
4% (v/v) paraformaldehyde in PBS buffer, pH 7.4, postfixed with 1% (v/v) 
osmium tetroxide for 2 h on ice, dehydrated in a graded ethanol series, and 
embedded in LR White resin (London Resin). The resin was polymerized at 
55°C for 3 d. Serial 1-μm sections were cut with a diamond knife on a Leica 
EM UC7 ultramicrotome (Leica Microsystems), stained with 1% (w/v) 
toluidine blue O, chloroform/HCl (2 volumes of 2% [w/v] chloroform in 
95% ethanol plus 1 volume of concentrated HCl), or nitroso reagent 
(1 volume of 10% sodium nitrite, 1 volume of 20% urea, 1 volume of 10% 
acetic acid, and then 2 volumes of 2 M sodium hydroxide, successively; 
gas evolution was observed after applications of the first three solutions), 
and then observed with a Nikon Optiphot-2 microscope (Nikon Instru-
ments). For visualization of total lignin autofluorescence, 1-μm sections were 
immersed in Citifluor (Electron Microscopy Science) and observed under a Leica 
TCS SP2 AOBBS confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica Microsystems) illuminated with a 405-nm blue diode laser and emission 
detected at 460 nm. Laser intensity, pinhole, and photomultiplier gain 
settings were kept constant between specimens.

**Supplemental Data**

The following materials are available in the online version of this article.

**Supplemental Figure 1.** Pathway Scheme for Lignin Precursors and 
Polymer Units.

**Supplemental Figure 2.** Lignin Compositions of Different Organs of 
*Ricinus communis.*
Supplemental Figure 3. Aliphatic Subregions of HSQC NMR Spectra of Seed Coat Lignins.

Supplemental Figure 4. Aliphatic Subregions of HSQC NMR Spectra of DHPs.

Supplemental Figure 5. Pictures of Cleome Seeds during Maturation.

Supplemental Figure 6. Extractable OMT Activities in Cleome Seeds Based on Protein Content.

Supplemental Figure 7. Pictures of Plant Seed Lignins, and DHP and Catechol Standard Solutions Treated with a Nitroso Reagent.

Supplemental Table 1. Molecular Weight Distributions of Plant Seed Coat Lignins and DHPs.

Supplemental Table 2. Lignin Compositions of Seed Coat Sublayers Isolated from Cleome Seeds.
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